TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
because— But at this moment, enter my secretary triumphantly
with her gun and game bag (I ought to have been dictating my
book, of course, but the morning hours are npt quite as sacred
as they used to be). This time she had "brought down" two
quails and a pigeon, a tin of Brand's chicken essence and a jar of-
false (ersatz) cream. Now we are all right, birthday dinner and all!
Now we can knock out my provisional rather forlorn idea of a
spaghetti cheese, spattered with bits of the bacon which were too
salt to eat apart. Now I can also give Kay for lunch to-day when
she arrives late from the country, the rest of the cold game-pie
bought last week, and have a slice of the cold lamb myself before
she arrives, because it loots so bad not to share it, only it is our
meat ration and we have already shared it with my publisher
yesterday, he protesting strongly in the formula we all use: "No,
no, I couldn't possibly eat your meat (butter, jam, eggs, biscuits,
sugar),9* And there will be the rest of theliver sausage for "whoever
wants it", and salad, and we'll open the jar of pickled pears which
I bought months ago at the Garden Fair at Ruston Copthall in aid
of Russia. The postman came just then with an opportune parcel
of Bramley Pippins, ordered (also months ago) from our postman
in the country; so I gave Rosemary a tantalizing hint of a sweet
I should be able to give her, flavoured with Maraschino, if she
could manage to contribute some raisins 2 And rang off with a
confident: 'See you to-morrow about 7.30, then!" Providence
had tossed up a decent if eccentric menu for a war-time dinner in
winter in London; and I could see nothing parsimonious in my
secretary's suggestion that I could even start with some excellent
soup, as she was going to clean the little wee birds and they would
surely yield up infinitesimal offal.
I owed Humphrey and Rosemary a special birthday dinner
because they had proudly treated me to a "birthday cake" last
June. I could hardly believe it when I saw its dark richness as
though stuffed with plums and spices, the jelly on top and the
legend "Many Happy Returns** with my name and date on it.
Nor was I in the least disappointed when it turned out to be a
"cake** beautifully contrived on a rabbit foundation, not sweet but
spicy, the congratulations written on aspic, in radish and tomato.
An odd exchange and barter in food, wholly unembarrassed,
has been born of war-time embarrassments: the sausages of the
brother-inrlaw of the cook appear on the breakfast-table, rather
special sausages, not Black Market nor anti-regulation, but just the
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